
 

A new report found
that hundreds of
locations at
Massachusetts beaches
were potentially unsafe
for swimming in 2020
due to their
concentrations of fecal
bacteria.

Environment
Massachusetts found
that of the 556
locations examined in
Massachusetts, 264
tested beaches were
potentially unsafe for
swimming on at least
one day in 2020, and
29 beaches were
potentially unsafe on
at least 25 percent of
the days they were
tested. The report
measured the samples
against the
Environmental
Protection Agency’s
highest warning level.

But Save The
Harbor/Save The Bay
took issue with the
report and said that a 

single day of water
samples exceeding the
EPA limit was not a
good measure of
whether water is safe
for swimming.

“Though it makes a
good headline, it is
hyperbolic to suggest
that swimming on 264
out of 457 beaches in
Massachusetts poses a 
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This map shows which Mass. beaches tested 
positive for elevated bacteria

 

Quincy woman and her daughter looked for sea shells on Wollaston Beach in Quincy.
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has failed just one test
in five years along side
beaches like King’s
Beach in Lynn and
Swampscott or Tenean
Beach in Dorchester
that were unsafe for
swimming more than
one out of every five
days in 2020.”

Environment
Massachusetts noted
that if multiple tests
took place on one day
and one of the tests
exceeded the safe limit
for bacteria, it was
considered a potentially
unsafe day. The
organization also said
the data shouldn’t be
used to rank beaches
from worst to best,
since how often water
is tested at each beach
varies, making
comparisons difficult.

threat to human health
because they may have
failed one water quality
test in 2020 after a
summer rain,” Chris
Mancini, executive
director of Save The
Harbor/Save The Bay
said. “It is misleading
to release a report
which includes beaches
like M Street Beach in
South Boston, which  

Pathogens pose risk at 264 Massachusetts beaches
 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/07/13/metro/water-quality-report-finds-elevated-bacteria-boston-area-beaches-though-one-group-calls-findings-hyperbolic/?p1=Article_Inline_Text_Link
https://environmentmassachusetts.org/sites/environment/files/reports/SafeForSwimming-21/MAE_Beaches_Report_Jun21.pdf

